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Executive Summary

Most Americans have little direct contact with farm or ranch land, yet evidence in-
dicates that the public is interested in preserving these lands.  Historically US agri-
cultural policies have emphasized managing surpluses of agricultural commodities.
The Federal government became a major player in farmland preservation with pas-
sage of the 2002 Farm Bill.  This legislation included $985 million in grants to
state and local governments and private non-profit land trusts to preserve farmland
over ten years.  The Farm and Ranch Lands Protection Program (FRPP) is a joint
Federal-local program, but one that comes with congressionally mandated goals.
The Federal government has recently placed greater emphasis on accountability of
public funds.

The policy issue of interest at this workshop was the choice of program design that
will result in selecting the most appropriate farm or ranch land parcels for preser-
vation.  The premise was that: 1) economic research has an important contribution
to make in maximizing the benefits of farm and ranch land preservation programs;
and 2) since many program managers are not always aware of this information re-
source, it is important to facilitate exchange between leaders in the economics and
program manager communities.  Moreover, it was presumed that the understanding
that experienced program managers could share would improve future economic
research agendas.

During the workshop, speakers reviewed Federal, state and local experiences with
US farmland protection policy, particularly the extensive and diverse state and lo-
cal programs.  Evidence of the effectiveness of farmland policy effectiveness re-
vealed that rural zoning and easement purchase programs do decrease conversion
of open lands, while special tax programs on open land just delay development.  A
literature review on the measurement of the amenity services provided examples of
what people are willing to pay, or would be willing to pay if given the chance, for
the openness of farmland, as well as recent evidence of the disamenity impacts as-
sociated with some farmland types.  The economic value of open land services pro-
vided a point of departure for a discussion of including such values in farmland
easement acquisition programs.

Workshop participants used a “straw man” framework to design a robust policy
tool with the information, including the value of amenity services, necessary for
program managers to select among land parcels in achieving highest return to the
public dollar.  Four conclusions emerged from regional – east, central and western
– breakout discussion groups.  First, no national index for ranking land parcels was
possible, or even desirable, due to the fact that local conditions and policy environ-
ments, including the meaning of terms and policy goals, varied considerably.  The
regional groups emphasized that program criteria must be specific to needs unique
to a place.  Second, even if all regions could agree on a set of factors or character-
istics for a national index, there is no single national set of priorities or weights.
There was some resistance to quantifying all factors that distinguish one land par-
cel from another and little agreement on weighting even within the regional
groups.  Third, ambivalence exists about whether farmland protection programs are
about saving land or farm enterprises.  Finally, the funding source will affect the
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priorities on land parcels acquired.  The constituencies vary with governmental
level and agency within a level and their preferences will inevitably be reflected in
program rules.

Little consensus emerged from the regional groups concerning which criteria in the
“straw man” framework should be used to set priorities for parcel selection and the
weights for relevant criteria.  The biggest operational challenge identified was a
consistent and defensible measurement methodology.  The elements discussed
were: agricultural productivity; sustainable agricultural economy; preserving rural
heritage; ecological services; growth management; scenic amenities; recreational
opportunities; fiscal impacts; consistency with local policy; proximity to other pro-
tected land; and the land evaluation/site assessment (LESA) framework.

A presenter on the role of farmland preservation in local land use planning argued
that in addition to the importance of farm profitability, there was a need for a
strong land use regulatory framework.  Such a framework re-enforces purchase of
development rights and protects valuable farmland for which there are not enough
funds to buy development rights.  Key ingredients of successful county farmland
programs identified included: an active commercial agricultural sector with more
than $50 million a year in farm product sales; careful land use planning, urban
growth boundaries setting limits on the extension of public services over 20 years
or more; preservation of more than 30,000 acres of farmland to date and a potential
to add more acres; and land use planning and farmland tools act as a coordinated
package.

The 2002 Farm Bill changed the Federal FRPP and efforts to partner with state,
tribal and local governments or nongovernmental organizations.  A speaker from
USDA-Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) described partners’ roles
in: assisting the NRCS State Conservationist in the selection of parcels; providing
matching funds; assisting in development of Federal program ranking criteria to
select parcels, as a member of the State Technical Committee; and monitoring and
enforcing conservation easements.  Interested organizations may help develop
FRPP ranking criteria for selecting parcels through the State Technical Committee.

A research agenda was developed through a reactor panel of regional academic and
farmer representatives and facilitated group discussion.  From the reactor panel,
the questions for future research and policy for land use/resource management ad-
dressed five broad areas:  baseline conditions; land types and location; establishing
farmland preservation priorities; program provision; and institutional capacity.
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I.  Introduction
Mary Clare Ahearn, Economic Research Service, USDA

Most Americans live in cities and have little direct contact with farmland on a
daily basis.  However, evidence exists that the public has an interest in preserving
farmland.  For example, scores of initiatives have been on local ballots in the last
several years that seek to protect open spaces, many of them having successfully
passed.  Why this is so is at first glance perplexing because the US is a country
with ample farm and ranch land.  In fact, historically most US agricultural policies
have been focused on managing surpluses of agricultural commodities.
Approximately 31% of the land in the contiguous states is in range land and 24% is
in crop land. Another 29% is in forestry uses, 13% is in other rural uses, and only
3% is developed (USDA, ERS).  However, we are also a country that has
experienced rapid development of farm and ranch land in areas adjacent to urban
areas, often leading to congestion and loss of prized amenities on land with
potentially high levels of agricultural productivity.  When development occurs, the
land is virtually never reclaimed for agricultural uses.

Nationwide, nearly two million acres of farmland have been preserved through the
purchase of conservation easements by governments and private land trusts.  State
and local governments alone have spent more than $1.5 billion to purchase these
easements.  More than 20 states and 100 local governments have enacted programs
to purchase agricultural conservation easements.  The Federal government’s
involvement includes the 1981 Farmland Protection Policy Act that requires
agencies to conduct reviews to prevent unnecessary conversion of farmland.  More
recently, the 1996 Farm Bill created the Federal Farmland Protection Program
(FPP), which took a more proactive approach to protecting farmland and
authorized $35 million in grants through the NRCS of USDA to purchase
agricultural conservation easements, in cooperation with state and local
governments and private land trusts.  The Farm and Ranch Lands Protection
Program (FRPP), enacted as part of the 2002 Farm Bill, expanded the program
more than ten-fold.

Publicly funded programs to protect farmland generally consider the preferences of
the general public and produce total benefits that exceed program costs.  The
public policy challenge for farm land preservation is to provide the greatest public
benefit per dollar of public expenditure.  In an age of greater accountability for the
use of public dollars, the pressure to meet this challenge will only increase.1
However, farmland preservation programs provide an assortment of benefits and
some programs specify particular amenities that are to be protected, e.g., soil
quality, as in the FRPP, or are funded by particular constituencies to protect
specific natural assets, as is commonly the case for land trusts.  To most efficiently
manage these programs, public program managers need information on how the
public values the various benefits from these programs.  One way to understand the
public’s preferences for the various amenities, and the approach adopted by most
economists, is to specify their worth in dollar values.  Dollar values not only
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provide an ordinal ranking of the various amenities, but also allow for a
comparison to the dollar costs of farmland preservation.

Workshop Goals

The workshop was selected as a 2003 Farm Foundation Showcase Project, which
provided the major financial support of the workshop.  Other co-sponsors are listed
on the acknowledgments page.  The workshop’s overall goal was to identify and
develop information that will be useful to managers of farm and ranch land preser-
vation programs in their efforts to select parcels for preservation.  A major empha-
sis of discussion was the usefulness of drawing upon the results of economic re-
search to structure program criteria to improve targeting of farm and ranch land
parcels for preservation.  Economic research results have the potential to help
maximize the social benefits per government preservation program dollar.  More
specifically, the objectives of the workshop were to:

• Identify characteristics of a useful land parcel ranking tool
• Develop a consensus on how the ranking tool should be described to users
• Develop a consensus on how such information should be disseminated
• Identify future research needs

The workshop had two premises:  1) that economic research has an important con-
tribution to make in maximizing the benefits of farm and ranch land preservation
programs; and 2) since many program managers are not always aware of this infor-
mation resource, it was important for leaders in the economic research community
and the program manager community to interact and discuss research and program
management issues.  Moreover, it was presumed that the understanding that experi-
enced program managers could share would improve future economic research
agendas.  This workshop was unique in the opportunity it afforded to bring together
researchers and program managers to communicate about a common important
public policy issue.  These two groups have little incentive to spend scarce funds to
attend each other’s professional meetings.  The distribution of the 70 invited par-
ticipants was: 18 state and local program managers, 6 representatives of nonprofit
advocacy and educational groups, 9 representatives of land trusts or private con-
sultants to land trusts, 21 state university researchers and/or extension experts, 6
Federal researchers, 9 Federal program managers, and 1 farmer.  A list of speakers
and program participants is provided at the end of this publication.

Strategy of Workshop Organization

The workshop began with several presentations intended to put all participants on a
common footing.  This included an overview of past and current efforts to conserve
farmland, a review of the studies that have evaluated the relative effectiveness of
various programs, followed by the synthesis of research on public preferences for
farm and ranch land preservation.  The purpose of this synthesis was to translate a
technical body of economic literature in a way that will be useful to farm and ranch
land preservation program managers.

These first presentations were the warm-up to the main work of the workshop,
which was the discussion that took place in three breakout groups composed of
both research economists and program managers from a variety of agencies.  These
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discussion groups were tasked with addressing objectives of the workshop regard-
ing useful characteristics of a parcel ranking tool and how best to communicate
that to wider audiences.  The groups were provided with several common re-
sources, including the economic research synthesis, a “straw man” based on an ex-
tensive listing of criteria that are considered in prominent existing ranking tools,
the most recent criteria for the Farm and Ranch Land Protection Program published
in the Federal Register, and the Environmental Benefit Index used in the parcel se-
lection of the Conservation Reserve Program.  The groups were also asked to con-
sider the following questions in their discussion:

• Is there merit in providing a standard framework?
• On what can there be a consensus?
• Do the criteria allow for state and local uniqueness?
• How specific should the indicators be?

The groups were also asked to consider which indicators could be used to measure
the ranking criteria.  To be practical, measures of the indicators must be readily
available in a community, such as through Land Evaluation/Site Assessment
(LESA) or the National Resource Inventory (NRI).  A second set of discussion
groups addressed the form of a synthesis report as well as a dissemination strategy.
Other related presentations placed farm and ranch land preservation in the context
of smart growth, local land use planning, and the Federal farm and ranch land pro-
tection program.

Finally, the workshop concluded with a discussion of a proposed research agenda
for the future.  The setting was ideal for holding a research discussion because,
first, it brought together distinct groups of experts with a common focus on farm
and ranch land preservation.  Second, the research priority setting discussion fol-
lowed on the heels of the effort to evaluate the potential for incorporating eco-
nomic research results into parcel ranking tools.  Hence, the inadequacies of the
current body of applied literature were very evident.  The research priority discus-
sion started with a presentation of a proposed future agenda.  Two practitioners, a
state program manager and a farmer, shared their evaluation of this proposed
agenda.  Then, the full group participated in the development of a comprehensive
list of social science research priorities.

Expected Outcomes

The workshop’s goals will be met both through the experiences of the workshop
participants and also through participants’ and others’ use of the workshop sum-
mary proceedings, full proceedings, and an educational brochure.  More specifi-
cally, to the extent the workshop was successful, it is expected that managers of
farm and ranch land preservation programs will adjust their program criteria appro-
priately based on the interactions and findings of the workshop.  It is also expected
that research economists and managers of research programs will adjust their pri-
orities consistent with the core messages contained in the workshop discussion of
research needs of farm and ranch land protection program administrators.  The ulti-
mate outcome is expected to be an increase in the benefit of farmland preservation
programs per program dollar.
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II.  Summary of Workshop Presentations
Introduction

2.1 The Potential Contributions of Economics in Targeting Farm and Ranch Land
Preservation Programs  – Mary Clare Ahearn, Economic Research Service, USDA

In theory, markets efficiently allocate resources.  Markets convey value, through
the pricing of goods and services.  The availability (or supply) of particular good
and the demand for it determine its price.  The scarcer a good is, the higher a price
will be, if everything else is the same.  Individual preferences drive demands and
the relative security of a goal, and determine how much an individual will consume
of a good at various prices.  These relationships are true for the purchase of land,
too.  Economists can use the information in a demand relationship to measure if an
individual, or a community, is better off with or without a particular land purchase,
using the concept of consumer surplus.  Consumer surplus can be readily measured
in the case of a market good.  It is defined as the excess dollars, over the market
price, that an individual would pay to consume the good.  The most common mea-
sure of consumer surplus is called the “willingness-to-pay.”

Some goods, like land, contain a “bundle” of attributes that have value.  Some of
these attributes are captured in the marketplace while others are not.  The attributes
of farmland associated with agricultural productivity or development potential are
likely to be captured in land price.  However, the value that farmland contributes to
groundwater recharge in an area, wildlife habitat, or scenic amenities are not likely
included in its market price.  When prices do not capture the value of all of the at-
tributes, a “market failure” occurs.  The result is that markets no longer provide ef-
ficient allocation of resources.  The productive activities on land can also cause
negative externalities, such as water pollution, that are not accounted for in the
price of land or the price of the goods produced on the land.  Economists call the
benefits from goods, such as scenic amenities and wildlife habitat, “public goods.”
So, how can collective preferences for farmland amenities be known when there is
market failure?  Economists again rely on the concept of consumer surplus (mea-
sured as willingness-to-pay), but in this case consumer surplus must be measured
without observing the market relationship between prices and quantities.

The field of resource and environmental economics has developed a set of tools for
estimating the value of public goods.  These tools include contingent valuation,
conjoint analysis, and hedonic pricing.  The tool that is appropriate for a situation
depends on the amenity, or benefit, being valued, and the degree of connection with
actual markets.  Economists have grouped benefits into the general categories of
those with “use value,” such as the value of viewing scenic landscapes or the value
of farmland in providing groundwater recharge, and those with “non-use” value.
The latter can be defined as values that an individual may hold for a resource with-
out actually using the resource.  Recently, progress has been made in refining tech-
niques to measure the value of individual attributes of public goods in addition to
the overall value of the resource.  For example, in the case of farm and ranch land,
the attributes of soil quality, wildlife habitat, growth management, and scenic
viewsheds can be assessed and measured.
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Reference:

USDA, Economic Research Service. Land Use Briefing Room.  http://
www.ers.usda.gov/Briefing/LandUse/majorlandusechapter.htm, Dec. 2003.

***

2.2 Federal, State and Local Programs to Protect Farmland – Lawrence W. Libby,
The Ohio State University

Farmland protection policy in the US is not a uniform, coherent national effort, but
an assemblage of disparate state and local programs.  Authority to guide or control
land use change has been delegated by Congress to the states, and from there to lo-
cal governments in most states.  Policy has emerged incrementally as citizens in a
particular place wrestle with the balance among private property rights, the inter-
ests of non-owners seeking a certain mix of land services, and the broader public
interest.  That balance differs over time and space; acceptable farmland policy
changes as people feel greater growth pressure on farmland and at any point in time
will vary depending on the cultural setting in different places.  The basic tools
available to all governments are nearly the same, though selection among them is a
local matter.

Farmland protection policy is the rural or exurban element of metropolitan growth
management.  Active farmland is often mapped as the “hinterland” of a region
available for future expansion where little is going on.  But farmland protection
policy has its own life and substance.  It has evolved somewhat in parallel with
growth management, with a power cluster of agencies, public and private interest
groups, professions, and even academic disciplines that is different from the
growth management cluster.

Federal Attention to Farmland Policy.  There has always been a certain tension
between Federal and state roles in land use policy.  Several bills intended to en-
hance the Federal role were introduced in Congress in the early 1970s.  In the late
1970s, concern for the nation’s farmland in the face of sprawling development led
to the National Agricultural Land Study (NALS), which was issued in 1981.  Its
most enduring result may have been a spirited national debate on farmland issues,
leading to greater state attention to these matters and to creation of a national-level
farmland organization – the American Farmland Trust – that eventually added
state-level offices.  Farmland protection has been on the policy agenda ever since.

National farm legislation has given attention to conservation and farmland since
the 1981 Farm Bill that included the Farmland Protection Policy Act.  That law re-
quires Federal agencies to consider their programs’ impacts on farmland.  The 1996
Farm Bill included a Farmland Protection Program, with $35 million appropriated
for qualified state programs for purchase of farmland development rights.  That
program was expanded in the 2002 Farm Bill to include ranch lands, with nearly $1
billion authorized over ten years.  While far less money has actually been available,
Federal dollars to augment state and local governments’ and non-profit land trusts’
purchases of easements make an important impact on those programs.  Other Fed-
eral programs have significant, though largely unintended, impacts on farmland.
These programs include subsidized credit for housing, water and sewer grants, tax
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deductions that encourage new home development, transportation policy, air qual-
ity policy, and water policies.  Federal oversight, or at least monitoring, of state and
local land policy efforts would seem sensible.  But a significant Federal role has
not been palatable to state and local governments.

State and Local Farmland Programs .  All states and most localities are doing
something about protecting farmland and other open lands.  They all employ some
mix of taxing, spending, and regulation.  Comprehensive planning exists in all
states to varying degrees.  Planning as a part of land use policy is basically a local
function, authorized by the state.  Much local planning in the US was conducted up
till 1980 with Federal funds provided under Section 701 of the Federal Housing
and Community Development Act of 1954.  Many communities still rely on those
original 701 plans, now 30 years old.  Several states have reformed their enabling
legislation for local planning and land use control.

Tax.  Selective raising or lowering of taxes or fees can be employed as a policy in-
strument to encourage actions deemed to be socially desirable, or discourage those
that are not.  Maryland pioneered the taxation of farmland based of its agricultural
value rather than market value.  Now almost all states have use value assessment
programs to reduce the farmer’s cost of remaining in farming.  Also, internal rev-
enue codes provide income and estate tax incentives for donation of the develop-
ment value of open land.

Any tax incentive is effective only to the extent that it influences the behavior of
the land user or owner.  Use value assessment programs do encourage farmers to
continue operating longer than they might otherwise, but they are not binding and
do not truly “preserve” farmland for the long haul.  They do reduce the holding
cost of land.  However, the amenity services that the public prefers are available
only as long as the farmland remains eligible for special tax treatment.

Zoning.  Twenty-four states have zoning that is termed “agricultural,” though in
most cases it only relies on large minimum lot sizes to discourage development in
districts identified as agricultural.  In all but Hawaii, where state agricultural dis-
tricts exist, zoning authority is delegated to local governments.  Pennsylvania,
Maryland, and California have county zoning ordinances that establish permitted
uses that are consistent with active farming.  These are the only true farmland pro-
tection zones that recognize farming as a land use to be retained in the public inter-
est.

The big argument about agricultural zoning as a policy approach has been about
fairness.  The central fairness question usually comes back to the “takings issue.”
Does regulation deprive the land owner of virtually all economic value from the
land and therefore constitute a regulatory taking under the US and most state con-
stitutions?  Courts have consistently upheld this policy tool as a legitimate legisla-
tive exercise of the police power in the public interest.  Based on cases to date, ag-
ricultural zoning appears to be legally acceptable for farmland protection.  How-
ever, this tool is not been frequently utilized to protect farmland.

Purchase.  The spending power is the most direct way for government to influence
private land use in the public interest.  Government just buys the land use rights
needed to assure a land use pattern that generates public benefit.  About 24 states
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have legislation specifically permitting government to purchase development rights
to farmland, with procedures for assuring that the rights purchased do in fact con-
tribute to the public interest, and setting priorities on specific parcels.  The land-
owner voluntarily offers to sell or donate development rights, so the price received
must adequately compensate the seller for their work.

Suffolk County, New York enacted the first easement purchase program in 1974,
followed shortly thereafter by programs in several New England states.  Federal
funds have been available under the Farmland Protection Program as discussed
above.  There is diversity in prices paid for development rights among the states
and in selection criteria exercised by the state agency purchasing the development
rights.

Land trusts and other NGO’s are significant in the easement acquisition picture.
Only about half of the 170 land trusts responding to a recent national survey indi-
cated a specific interest in farmland protection, but those that do are a significant
factor within the states involved (Bailey and Libby).  In many cases they work
closely with the state agency.  In other states, particularly in the West, land trusts
rather than governments are the primary holders of farmland easements.

Farmland easement purchase programs are all voluntary for the landowner.  But
there is little room for price negotiation in most state programs.  A price is deter-
mined through an appraisal process based on comparable sales, estimates based on
land value with and without the easement in place, or a points-based system that
sets value based on various land attributes.

Easements purchased under any of the state or local programs, or secured through
donation to a land trust or unit of government are essentially permanent.  Most pro-
grams have escape clauses for conditions that make continued farming absolutely
untenable, but the process is difficult in all cases.  Escape requires the owner to buy
back the development rights at current prices, if there is sufficient reason to allow
them to do so.  Burden of proof on the landowner is substantial.

Thirty-year term easements are possible under the Federal Farmland Protection
Program.  A temporary leasing of development rights will not qualify for tax de-
duction under the Internal Revenue Code.  Payment to the farmer is taxed as capital
gain.  With term easements, payment is taxed as ordinary income.

Directions in Farmland Protection Policy.  Future farmland protection policy is
likely to emphasize both more effective rural zoning to establish that farming is the
“highest and best” use for some lands, and market-type devices that enable the
farmer to realize the development value inherent in some open land.  These may
sound like inconsistent trends, but they simply reinforce the notion that purchase
and other ways to return value to farmers must operate within a consistent regula-
tory structure.

Zoning can protect and even expand the opportunities for farmland owners and
should not always be considered a loss of owner rights.  Thoughtless development
patterns can impose huge economic burdens on farm owners, increasing the cost
of operation and clouding the future of land conversion, limiting options for many
farmers.  “Real” agricultural zoning must create conditions that support farm deci-
sions, not just discourage development until the price is right.  Statements of
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legislative intent should establish the importance of farming as a land use, with a
list of permitted uses appropriate to that purpose.  Agricultural zoning, in conjunc-
tion with voluntary agricultural districts, can identify those areas with a real future
in farming.  These agricultural zones can then become sending areas for TDR pro-
grams or other expressions of land use priority.  Agricultural zoning is legal and
can be effective if properly administered.  The record thus far with rural zoning is
not impressive.

Landpooling and “agricultural preservation and development associations” are pri-
vate enterprises that must function within a general structure of growth manage-
ment institutions that protect the public interest.  These market-based techniques
acknowledge the development value of some farmlands and help the farmer par-
ticipate in those gains.  Landowners can form a company, partnership or coopera-
tive to manage the services (e.g., residential or other development, hunting and
wildlife services) from their pooled land and share revenues.  By giving more
structure to the development process, landpools may reduce local government ser-
vice costs.  Experience with landpooling for rural areas is limited to several cases
in Europe and Australia.  Landpooling cannot be the entire answer for protecting
farmland in the US, but it has real potential to capture unmarketed amenities of
open land while facilitating sensible development.

Reference:

Bailey, M. and L. Libby,  “Agricultural Conservation Easements:  The Role of
Non-Governmental Organizations.”  Columbus, Ohio:  C. William Swank Program
in Rural-Urban Policy.  Available at http://aede.osu.edu.

***

2.3 Economic Valuation of Farm and Ranch Land Amenities:  What Economists
Have Learned About Public Values and Preferences – John C. Bergstrom, The
University of Georgia, and Richard C. Ready, The Pennsylvania State University

Since their inception in the 1970s, US farmland protection policies have been justi-
fied in the public policy arena on the grounds that they provide market benefits
(e.g., market commodity values) and nonmarket benefits (amenity values).  The
amenity benefits of farmland protection include public access use values (farm and
ranch tours, local “pick-your-own fruits” and vegetables), use values that do not in-
volve public access (countryside scenery viewing, prevention of undesirable devel-
opment), and nonuse values (existence values of wildlife living on farm and ranch
land, cultural heritage values, national food security).  To learn more about farm-
land amenity benefits, including their existence, magnitude and factors influencing
them, economists embarked in the early 1980s on research to assess amenity ben-
efits using nonmarket valuation techniques.

The early studies used contingent valuation to estimate willingness-to-pay for the
amenity benefits of farmland protection at the local town or county level.  The
states in which studies were conducted from 1982 to 1997 included Alaska, Colo-
rado, Kentucky, Massachusetts, South Carolina, and New Brunswick province in
Canada.  In the early 2000s contingent valuation studies were used to estimate the
total economic value (use and nonuse values) of farmland protection in Illinois and
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Wyoming.  Mean annual household willingness-to-pay estimated in the above stud-
ies ranges in 2003 dollars from $.0002 per acre (South Carolina) to $.0697 per acre
(Kentucky) with an average willingness to pay across all studies of $.0142 per acre.

In the late 1990s, economists began using an approach, called the hedonic price
method, to implicitly measure a marketed product’s characteristics, and thereby
isolate the contribution of farmland amenity benefits to a residential land parcel’s
price.  States where the hedonic price method has been utilized include Kentucky,
Maryland, New York and Wyoming.  These studies have used local, regional and
statewide data sets to estimate farmland amenity use values reflected by the contri-
bution of farmland to willingness-to-pay for residential property.  Mean willing-
ness-to-pay estimated in these studies range in 2003 dollars from $35 per acre
(Pennsylvania) to $5,018 per acre (Maryland).  The average willingness-to-pay
across studies is equal to $1,784 per acre when negative values are excluded.

In the early 2000s, economists’ attention turned more towards using contingent
choice to analyze the relationships between willingness-to-pay for farmland protec-
tion and specific farm and ranch land attributes.  These studies have been con-
ducted in Colorado, Delaware, Georgia, Ohio, Oregon, Maine, New York, and
Rhode Island.  Total economic values for farmland protection have been estimated
using contingent choice for Maine, New York and Rhode Island.  The values ob-
tained range from $.0006 per acre (Maine) to $.4392 per acre (Rhode Island).

The contingent valuation, hedonic price method and contingent choice studies re-
viewed provide insight into the attributes of land that influence public preferences
and values for farmland amenity benefits as reflected in willingness-to-pay for
farm and ranch land protection.  The results of these studies provide relatively
strong evidence that preferences and values are sensitive to size of the acreage in-
volved, regional scarcity of farmland, intensity of alternative development, public
accessibility, and productivity of the land.  There is some evidence that preferences
and values are also sensitive to human food plants, active farming, and intensive
agriculture.  All of these relationships are positive with the exception of the nega-
tive relationship between public preferences and values and intensive agriculture.
The studies provide limited and inconclusive evidence with respect to the effects
on public preferences and values of the following factors:  distance from residence
to farmland; the relative value of pastureland and timberland; the relative value of
unique landscape features such as scenic quality, ecosystem services, buildings,
and specialty commodities; the effects of alternative property right structures (land
ownership) and the effects of non-farmland amenity substitutes (public parks).

***

2.4 Effectiveness of Farm and Ranch Land Protection Programs:  What Economic
Studies Have to Say – Cynthia Nickerson, USDA, Economic Research Service

State and local governments, land trusts, and other non-governmental organizations
have implemented programs to slow the conversion of agricultural lands to other
uses.  Several of these programs seek to protect farm or ranch land directly, such as
by purchasing rights to develop the land (Purchase Development Rights programs),
by using regulatory means to establish farming as a preferred land use (agricultural
zoning), or by raising landowner incomes and land values through reductions in
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property taxes (preferential tax programs that assess farmland based on agricultural
use value).  Still other programs indirectly protect agricultural land by controlling
the pace and pattern of development (e.g., through impact fees, adequate public fa-
cilities ordinances, or similar measures).  This presentation summarizes the find-
ings of research on the effectiveness of programs, such as Purchase of Develop-
ment Rights, agricultural zoning, and preferential taxation, that directly attempt to
protect farm and ranch land.  It does not evaluate whether the programs them-
selves, or the goals of the programs, are right or wrong.

Measuring Program Effectiveness.  Farmland protection programs often have
multiple goals.  These include slowing the rate of farm and ranch land conversion,
protecting prime soils, preserving agricultural land in large blocks, and providing
income support to farmers.  Because nearly all farmland protection programs share
the goal of slowing farmland conversions – of farmland in general, or farmland
with unique soils or other resources – this presentation summarizes what research-
ers have concluded about how well programs achieve this particular goal.  By mea-
suring effectiveness against existing goals we do not necessarily learn whether the
programs are efficient or not; that is, whether they maximize the benefits obtained
per public dollar spent.

Preferential tax assessment.  Preferential tax assessment programs have been stud-
ied in the Mid-Atlantic states, the Northeast US, Michigan, and Sacramento
County, California.  In many places where these programs are in place, they do ap-
pear to slow farmland conversions.  However, it also appears that at least in some
places the effect is small and is counteracted by other forces such as capital gains,
interest rates, and appreciation in land values.  Even a study of New York’s agricul-
tural district program, which bolsters its use value taxation with several develop-
ment-inhibiting features, concluded that the state’s program was not likely to have
any discernable effect on development patterns.

Agricultural Zoning.  Several empirical studies examine the effects of agricultural
zoning on land values.  In general, they find that agricultural zoning lower land val-
ues, at least in places where the zoned density is sufficiently low.  One study found
differing effects of exclusive agricultural zoning depending on location: it was
found to increase land values for farmland parcels somewhat removed from urban
areas, but to decrease values for locations closer to urban areas.  Although lower
land values can be expected to slow conversion rates, it is difficult to tell by how
much and how quickly the effect occurs.  A study in Illinois showed that it may
take some time for a zoning change to have a significant impact on the local land
market.

Oregon’s land use planning program combines the use of urban growth boundaries
and exclusive agricultural zones to protect farmland.  One study found that the pro-
gram has concentrated development within urban growth boundaries.  Outside ur-
ban growth boundaries, though, the likelihood of conversion of land in exclusive
farm use zones has not been significantly reduced.  The authors of this study sug-
gested that this finding could be due to individuals buying land in those zones for
rural residences or second homes, or they were unable to detect a change in devel-
opment patterns because little development was occurring before the land use law
was enacted.
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Purchase of Development Rights.  The effectiveness of Purchase of Development
Right programs on slowing farmland conversion rates has been studied less than
other farmland protection programs.  The findings of this limited body of research
suggest these programs have had little effect on conversion rates of farmland.
However, two studies found evidence that highly productive agricultural soils are
likely to be preserved sooner in Maryland’s state Purchase of Development Right
program, which implies the program may be successful at slowing conversion of
‘prime’ farmland.  One study also found evidence that one county’s Purchase of
Development Right program can increase conversion rates in neighboring counties
that have more highways, but not in all time periods.  Another study using Mary-
land data found that market-like Transfer of Development Right programs were
less effective at preserving farmland than were Purchase of Development Right
programs.

Conclusions .  Overall, studies that have investigated whether farmland protection
programs slow the conversion of farmland to developed uses suggest they may af-
fect conversion rates, but they do not provide consistent evidence that they do in all
places at all times.  The limited evidence on PDR program effects on conversion
rates is not promising, and may suggest that jurisdictions give higher priority to
other program goals.  Jurisdictions may need to alter parcel selection priorities in
PDR programs, or combine different types of farmland protection programs, to
achieve significant reductions in development rates of farmland.

***

2.5 Taking it to the Next Level:  Information Requirements and the Political
Challenges for the Future of Smart Growth, Parris Glendening, Smart Growth
Leadership Institute (NOTE: this summary was written by proceedings editor
Charles Abdalla.)

Time is not on our side.  We must urgently address the loss of open space and the
deterioration of urban areas and communities.  Among the many alarming develop-
ments are the facts that the average household size is getting smaller while the av-
erage lot size is getting bigger in Maryland and most states.  Maps developed by
the Maryland Department of Planning illustrate parcel by parcel development over
the last 100 years.  These sprawling development patterns have occurred because
the development playing field is tilted to support – even subsidize – sprawl.  For
example, the GI Bill and construction of the interstate highway system in the 1940s
and 1950s were public policies that encouraged single-family home purchases and
reliance on the automobile.  Afterwards rapid suburbanization occurred and
sprawling land use patterns emerged.

In the process of moving out of the cities, we overlooked a number of things:  the
natural resource impacts, including on the beauty of the country-side, abandonment
of cities, increased congestion and the higher infrastructure costs resulting from
sprawl paid by taxpayers.  One major result of the outward migration is the grow-
ing recognition of the need for better-planned growth.

Smart Growth is about redirecting our economic energy back into our communi-
ties.  It requires changing the rules, the regulations, and the tax structure to encour-
age infill development and re-use of abandoned buildings.
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Regardless of where you reside, improved state land use policies are needed.  By
focusing at the state level, local governments and regions have a much better
chance to plan for growth.  In Maryland, the Smart Growth and Neighborhood
Conservation Initiative began in 1997.  Smart Growth is not meant to stop or even
slow growth.  Instead, it attempts to channel growth into existing communities and
designated growth areas.  Our goals for this program were: to protect and enhance
existing towns and cities; identify and protect the best remaining farms and natural
areas; and save taxpayer funds from the higher infrastructure and public service
provision costs associated with sprawl.  Moreover, what we said in our smart
growth initiative was that the state would no longer pay developers, local govern-
ment or anyone else to subsidize sprawl.  The burden will be on these entities to
show why they are driving up the costs of a development project.  Alternately, they
can invest in existing communities, partner with the state or be guided by new in-
centives toward better development patterns.

Our initiative designated existing incorporated municipalities and heavily devel-
oped urban areas as Smart Growth areas.  In addition, counties within the state may
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designate priority funding areas as long as these areas meet minimum state criteria,
such as existence of public water and sewer or minimum density (3.5 residential
units per acre).

Even before Smart Growth legislation, a number of land preservation programs
were in place in Maryland.  These included:  the Conservation Reserve Enhance-
ment Program (CREP), which the USDA has committed over $200 million to pro-
vide incentives to farmers for reduce runoff, sediments and nutrients.

We are losing 50 acres of farmland every hour!  In addition to the open space pro-
grams, Maryland has Greenprint and Rural Legacy programs.  Greenprint grew
from efforts to establish an agricultural belt around Maryland’s upper Eastern
Shore.  A companion to Smart Growth legislation, called our Rural Legacy pro-
gram, invited landowners, local governments, and land trusts to apply for state
funds to permanently protect large contiguous undeveloped land tracts.  Land tar-
geted for protection included farms and forests threatened by development, buffers
along water bodies, and cultural areas.

Collectively, Maryland’s land preservation programs protected more than 310,000
acres of land from 1994 – 2002.  This is more than one quarter of all land ever pro-
tected in the state.  From 1998 – 2003, Maryland permanently preserved more land
than was lost to development.

We cannot rest on our accomplishments.  Growth is going to come to us regardless.
And no state can afford to stop sprawl through easements or land purchases.  The
population of Maryland is expected to increase by one million by 2020.  If that
growth is not planned for, we are going to lose natural resources and overload our
infrastructure.

Governments can help address the monumental challenges ahead by leading by ex-
ample.  For instance, they can locate buildings where people already are and re-
sources can be saved by not having to make new investments in infrastructure.
Similarly, rail and bus lines can be placed to allow workers to get to their jobs
faster and more cheaply.  And businesses must be located where jobs are most
needed.

In Maryland, we have learned that tackling land development issues requires “lev-
eling the playing field” with incentives so that local governments choose Smart
Growth and infill redevelopment over sprawl.  In the years following enactment of
the Smart Growth and Neighborhood Conservation Initiative, programs with new
incentives were added that:  encouraged infill and redevelopment; helped employ-
ees buy homes near their jobs; gave developers tax credits to re-use existing struc-
tures, use transportation programs to help communities improve main streets.
Maryland also used highway funds to invest wisely in appropriate highway devel-
opment and mass transit and has a very successful voluntary Brownfields clean-up
program.  The ultimate goal of all of these tools is to encourage economic develop-
ment in order to redevelop and revitalize downtown areas.

It is not possible to discuss smart growth without speaking of both design and den-
sity.  When we speak of revitalization, infill and redevelopment, we must begin
with better design.  Planners, architects, and developers have been very helpful in
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showing ways to build with density that is beautiful, convenient and appropriate to
a neighborhood.  Density, design and mixed use development must go hand in
hand, both economically and socially.

Making use of existing buildings required a revision of Maryland’s Building Reha-
bilitation Code.  Outdated codes often prevent us from creating attractive and liv-
able communities.  Tax structures, zoning and building codes must be reviewed to
filter out those parts that discourage infill development, and encourages higher
density mixed used development.

Our patterns of land development have been 60 years in the making.  A whole gen-
eration now knows only suburban sprawl.  To overcome this inertia, we must de-
velop a new culture, a new ethos, about land use.  To achieve this we need to
change the thinking of the next generation.

These efforts – policy initiatives, shifting state budget priorities, new overall ap-
proaches, and a new ethos – are having a dramatic effect on land use in Maryland
and nation-wide.  Most importantly, it must be recognized that there is no one
“cure all” and that efforts to increase the quality of life must go hand in hand with
efforts to increase economic prosperity.

***

2.6 A Mid-point Summary and Assessment of the Workshop – Lawrence W. Libby,
The Ohio State University

This workshop brings together a unique mix of participants in the land policy com-
munity or “power cluster.”  They include: specialists who measure farm and forest-
land amenity services; policy analysts interested in the use of non-market amenity
measures in public decisions; managers of governmental programs that purchase
agricultural easements; consultants; and farmers.  Each participant group in the
cluster plays a different role in the process and works with different reward systems
and priorities.  The workshop’s value was a direct result of the mix of perspectives
brought to the table and the networking.

The workshop’s goal is to improve returns to public funds dedicated to the pur-
chase of farm and forestland easements by improving information on how people
value the services of those lands.  Given limited public funds, program managers
must acquire the land rights that yield the greatest net value to society.  These lands
provide many services – they are multi-functional – and people value may these
services but are unable to purchase them in a market.  Economists have estimated
non-market values and we seek ways to bring that information into policy.

Observations from the Background Papers .  The workshop started with presen-
tations to put all participants on an even footing on the basics of farmland protec-
tion policy.  First was an overview of the Federal, state and local experience with
US farmland protection policy.  While no coherent national farmland protection
policy exists, the state and local programs are extensive and diverse.  Improved
documentation of policy results is needed to aid learning and make progress.  The
second paper examined the evidence of policy effectiveness.  Studies reveal that
rural zoning and easement purchase programs do decrease conversion of open
lands, while special tax programs on open land just delay the development process.
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Whether these programs really redirect the development pattern, however, is less
clear.  The third background paper focused on measurement of the amenity services
of farmland.  It reviewed the extensive literature on what people are willing to pay,
or would be willing to pay if given the chance, for the openness of farmland.  This
discussion of the economic value of open land services is a point of departure for
the workshop theme of including such information in farmland easement acquisi-
tion programs and in overall land use planning.

The opening session ended with presentation of a “straw man” framework for
workshop participants to consider in designing a robust policy tool with the infor-
mation, including the value of amenity services, necessary for program managers to
select among land parcels in achieving highest returns to the public dollar.  This
“point of departure” for regional work sessions was distilled from several indices
currently used at the Federal and state levels.

Insights from the Regional Break-out Sessions .  Several conclusions may be
drawn from the reports of program managers, consultants, conservation groups and
academics meeting in three regional groups – east, central and western.  Their as-
signment was to consider the straw man ranking tool and suggest changes.

First, and most important, was the consistent message from the three groups that
no national index for ranking land parcels was possible, or even desirable.  Par-
ticipants felt conditions are too variable from place to place.  The natural features
and land types differ strikingly among the regions, and therefore the qualities
sought in land to be protected are too diverse to fit within a single policy tool.  And
the policy environments, including the meaning of terms and policy goals, vary as
well.  Program managers from all regions noted that terms used to sell a program to
voters are very different from the criteria needed to set priority on parcels to pro-
tect.  For example, food supply and security is a policy goal that motivates support
for farmland protection programs, but seldom translates into criteria for choosing
among parcels.  Soils and land quality are key in the Federal Farm and Range Land
Protection Program, and are important for all state programs.  But for individual
state and local efforts, soil quality may in fact be considered less important than
other criteria.  For example, productivity of land is a function of technology and
soils and property rights considerations are key of farmers are to support and en-
gage farmland protection.  Moreover, the regional groups agreed that program cri-
teria must be specific to needs unique to a place and the Federal government give
up trying to design a national framework.

Second, even if all regions could agree on a set of factors or characteristics for a
national index, there is no single national set of priorities or weights.  There was
some resistance to trying to quantify all factors that distinguish one land parcel
from another.  There was little agreement on weighting even within the regional
groups.  There was of course no suggestion that the Federal agencies should or
could run state and local programs, but the historical suspicion among levels of
government on land use matters was revisited at this workshop.

Each regional group surfaced the general idea that “Washington seems to be trying
to sell a particular framework and weighting scheme for selecting farm and range
land parcels for protection programs.”  They did not differentiate clearly among
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USDA agencies or programs in that expression of concern.  Workshop organizers
from academia and government reassured all that no such effort to sell a certain
scheme was involved.

Third, reports from the regional groups indicated ambivalence as to whether farm-
land protection programs are about saving land or farm enterprises.  There was
general agreement that the land is the base resource, passing through generations of
farm operators.  On the other hand, good land without a farmer does not constitute
a farm.  Part of the question turns on whether the business of operating a farm gen-
erates social benefit beyond the commodities produced, or whether those amenity
values are attached only to the land itself and farming as a land use is not essential
to those benefits.  Farmland protection programs do consider gross farm income,
farm estate planning, and the notion of a “critical mass” of farmed land, as the ba-
sis for an agricultural industry in setting priorities for easement acquisition.  These
programs articulate a public interest in securing the amenity services of actively
farmed land.

A fourth conclusion from the regional groups was that the particular funding
source will affect the priorities on land parcels acquired.  Several state and local
program managers were frustrated with the changes in USDA guidelines, including
soil quality and proportion of impervious surface in an application parcel, that ac-
company Federal funds for easement purchase programs.  Purchase programs that
rely on local or state funding have their own limitations and priorities.  The con-
stituencies vary with governmental level and agency within a level and their prefer-
ences will inevitably be reflected in program rules.

Elements of the Framework for Choosing Priority Parcels of Farmland.  The
regional discussion groups each dealt with elements of the “straw man” framework
for setting priorities on farmland to be protected.  Afterwards, little consensus
emerged on which elements should be retained, which added or eliminated, and
weighting on each.  All agreed that the biggest operational challenge was consis-
tent and defensible measurement methodology.  The elements discussed were:

Agricultural Productivity.  There was general agreement that soil productivity
needed to be part of all farmland protection priority schemes, but little agreement
on weight relative to other factors.

Sustainable Agricultural Economy.  This criterion brings farm viability as an im-
portant consideration.  The notion of a critical mass of farming activity, size of par-
cel, contiguity with other preserved land, and economic returns to farming in the
community are involved.  Sustainability of farming also includes management skill
of the operator.  Indicators for this variable will differ by type of farm.  Viability
will often depend on the availability of off-farm employment.

Preserving the Rural Heritage.  Farming can be part of the identity and character
of many rural areas.  This criterion may be wrapped closely with some programs’
goal of “saving the family farm.”  Measuring this criterion and weighting it relative
to other criteria will be a matter for state or local debate, and is increasingly impor-
tant for Federal dollars.
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Ecological Services.  The capacity of various farmland parcels to generate or retain
ecological functions is important in some states, less so in others.  There has been
good work on measuring the extent and value of these services for some lands.

Growth Management.  Some local program managers say that using growth man-
agement as a rationale for farmland retention could kill those programs.  It can be a
politically sensitive criterion for selecting parcels for acquisition.  In other places,
however, people will support farmland preservation because it can direct growth
away from important open lands.

Scenic Amenities.  There will be little agreement on how important these services
are compared to others.  Non-market measurement research has contributed to this
area by answering these questions: what are the attributes of farmed land that are
valued by the public as part of rural scenery, which attributes are more important
than others, and how much are they valued?  Qualitative indicators of what land-
scape characteristics people prefer, from focus groups, advisory groups, hearings,
testimony on legislative initiatives, and other sources, can contribute to decisions
as well.

Recreational Opportunities.  Farms can offer people the chance to experience
farming activity, recreate, or view wildlife.  These contacts between farm and non-
farm people improve understanding at the rural-urban fringe.  Not all farms and
farmland have recreation potential and perhaps ability to offer such services should
be considered in the framework for choosing parcels in a farmland protection pro-
gram.

Fiscal Impacts.  This element of a program framework refers to the costs and ben-
efits of removing certain parcels from the supply of developable land and keeping
them in farming.  Workshop participants agreed that attention to the expected fiscal
effects of permanently removing development potential should play some role in
comparing parcels for farmland protection.

Consistency With Local Policy.  This item was added to the strawman framework
to express the importance of considering land use priorities established by local
planning and zoning when choosing parcels for permanent conservation easements.

Proximity to Other Protected Land.  Location of a parcel relative to other farm-
land already protected, or open lands protected for other purposes, was added to
the framework by all of the regional groups.  By protecting larger areas of farm-
land, the possibility of sustaining an active agricultural industry would be in-
creased.

LESA.  The Land Evaluation/Site Assessment framework developed by the Natural
Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) considers soil suitability for various uses
with local preferences for land use patterns.  It is already part of the decision
framework in many state and local programs.  Recently, LESA was computerized
for use a geographic information system (GIS) that allows examination of implica-
tions of environmental and demographic factors in relation to soil properties over a
landscape in a visual way that helps set land use priorities.

Next Steps .  The final discussion at this mid-workshop point dealt with how to
advance the findings of the regional groups by assisting policymakers considering
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farmland protection programs.  The goal is to help state and local leaders under-
stand:

* the history and rationale cited for farmland protection,

* the multi-functional nature of farmland, the kinds of decision tools available,

* the criteria being used to choose among farmland parcels, and

* the indicators of preference and value revealed by social science research.

To meet this goal, an educational brochure will be developed for national distribu-
tion both electronically and in hard copy for use in public meetings.

***

2.7 Farmland Preservation Planning in Local Land Use Planning: Costs, Planning
and Effectiveness – Tom Daniels, University of Pennsylvania

Farmland preservation experts agree that the purchase of development rights alone
cannot protect farmland over the long term.  While farm profitability is key, a land
use regulatory framework is needed.  Its purpose would be to re-enforce the pur-
chase of development rights and to protect valuable farmland for which there are
not enough funds to buy development rights.  Without a strong regulatory frame-
work to protect farmland, farmland preservation programs run the risk of preserv-
ing bits and pieces of farmland that then are vulnerable to being surrounded by
non-farm uses.  And such land development patterns give rise to conflicts between
farmers and non-farm neighbors.  These outcomes can defeat the purpose of pre-
serving the farmland in the first place.

The most successful county farmland preservation programs have five critical in-
gredients.  First, these counties have active commercial agriculture that is generat-
ing more than $50 million a year in the sale of farm products.  In other words, there
is an agricultural industry worth saving.  Second, the most successful counties have
done careful land use planning, indicating where development should or should not
go.  Beyond just drafting a comprehensive plan, these counties have adopted strong
zoning ordinances to tightly limit the amount of non-farm development allowed in
the countryside.  In short, protecting the farmland base has driven the county’s
overall land use planning effort.  Third, these counties have put in place “urban
growth boundaries.”  These boundaries set limits on the extension of public sewer,
water, highways, and schools over a 20-year period or longer.  Fourth, the success-
ful counties have each preserved more than 30,000 acres of farmland so far and
have the potential to add many more acres.  Fifth, the land use planning and farm-
land protection and preservation techniques form a coordinated package of policy
tools.

So clearly there are important benefits from integrating farmland preservation into
local planning.  From a practical standpoint, how can this integration be accom-
plished?  First, there must be leadership and some support from farmers.  Second, a
strong outreach and educational effort is needed to inform the public and politi-
cians about the importance of local agriculture, farm support businesses, and the
reasons to maintain farmland.  Third, farmland protection and preservation must be
stated as goals and objectives in the local comprehensive plan.  The plan should
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also discuss the importance of the farming industry to the local community.  Fourth,
money is required.  Put farmland preservation to a vote, either by the elected offi-
cials or the public.  When farmland preservation becomes a political campaign, you
have to demonstrate the net fiscal benefits of farmland preservation over develop-
ment, not just the aesthetic superiority.

Fifth, valuable farm land in important locations must be preserved.  Land preserva-
tion is its own advertising.  If you can get the leading farmers in the community to
participate, many other farmers will follow.  Sixth, agricultural zoning is not a pre-
requisite for farmland preservation.  But sooner or later, agricultural zoning will be
needed.  Seventh, agricultural economic development must be tied in since the prof-
itability of farming is key.  Farming is a business and needs to change and adapt
with changing times and technologies.  Eighth, building trust between farmers and
local government is essential.  Also, increasing trust between local government and
private land trusts is important to make farmland preservation a Public-Private part-
nership.  And building trust between local government and citizens is important be-
cause the citizens as voters and taxpayers are a major funding source.

***

2.8 The Farm and Ranch Lands Protection Program:  Partnering with State and Lo-
cal Entities – Denise Coleman, Natural Resources Conservation Service, USDA

The purpose of the Farm and Ranch Lands Protection Program (FRPP) is to partner
with state, tribal and local governments or nongovernmental organizations to pur-
chase permanent conservation easements for the purpose of protecting topsoil by
limiting nonagricultural uses of the land.  The purpose, protecting topsoil, shapes the
way the Federal program’s easements are drafted and the program is implemented.

The 2002 Farm Bill changed the scope of the FRPP and in many ways changed the
way the program operated.  The following five points summarize the major changes.
First, to be eligible for FRPP funding, farms and ranches must be privately owned
and contain at least 50% of prime, unique, or statewide or locally important soil, or
a historical or archaeological resource, listed on the National or State Register or
formally determined eligible for inclusion on the National Register.  Second, eligible
land must be owned by landowners who certify that their Adjusted Gross Income
does not exceed $2.5 million.  A waiver is granted to those landowners who derive
75% or more of their income from agricultural operations.  Third, aside from eligi-
bility requirements, the statute required appraisals be conducted on the property and
a conservation plan be developed on all highly erodible lands enrolled under the
Federal program.  Fourth, the 2002 Farm Bill permitted that landowner donations up
to 25% may count towards a cooperating entity’s matching offer.  Finally, non-gov-
ernmental organizations, such as land trusts, are eligible to participate.

Since its inception in 1996, the FRPP has been popular with state and local govern-
mental entities.  The inclusion of nongovernmental organizations, such as land
trusts, as eligible entities has doubled the number of states participating (Figure 1).

Since the 2002 Farm Bill, a final rule outlining FRPP policy and procedures has
been published (7 CFR 1491).  Also, several internal and external audits of the pro-
gram have been conducted.  The audits found that more oversight by the Natural
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Resources Conservation Service
was needed of the program in the
areas of appraisals, title review,
conservation easements, and co-
operative agreements.  As a re-
sult, new policy guidance was re-
leased.

The release of the final rule and
audits outlined the following
roles for the Federal government
in FRPP.  Working in partnership
with cooperating entities, the
Federal government must assure
in acquiring a right in the property that: 1) the land meets statutory eligibility re-
quirements and is free and clear of title encumbrances; 2) the landowner is aware of
the appraised fair market value of the conservation easement, eligible to receive US
Department of Agriculture benefits; and develops and implements a conservation
plan; and 3) the easement protects the topsoil, allows for the soils to be farmed for
perpetuity, and is managed for perpetuity.

The role of state and local farmland protection programs, partnering with the Natu-
ral Resources Conservation Service through the FRPP, is to: 1) assist the NRCS
State Conservationist in the selection of parcels; 2) provide the matching funds; 3)
assist in developing Federal program ranking criteria to select parcels, as a member
of the State Technical Committee; and 4) monitor and enforce conservation ease-
ments.

Interested organizations may help develop FRPP ranking criteria for selecting par-
cels through participation on the State Technical Committee.  Up to 50% of the
weight placed on selecting parcels may be based on criteria developed at the state
level.  Examples of criteria used by states include: proximity of parcel to other pro-
tected clusters and/or agricultural infrastructure, history of an eligible entity’s com-
mitment to assisting beginning farmers and ranchers, existence of a parcel in an ag-
riculturally zoned area, or ability of the parcel to provide additional socioeconomic
and cultural benefits.  Additional socioeconomic benefits include, but are not lim-
ited to, migratory flyway proximity, priority water quality stream designations, and
scenic designations.

Additional information on the Farm and Ranch Lands Protection Program is avail-
able at: http://www.nrcs.usda.gov/programs/frpp/

III.  Towards a Research Agenda

3.1 Informing Future Farmland Preservation Efforts:  Issues Germane to the West
and Elsewhere – Donald McLeod, University of Wyoming/USDA-CSREES

Land use policy requires invoking the necessity of issue identification and remedy
development that are relevant to the respective locale.  The western US offers
unique challenges for farmland preservation that can generally be characterized
as a matter of the public and private land interface.  Some regional perspective is
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provided here pertaining largely to the Great Basin and Intermountain portion of the
western US.  Research and policy questions are posed with relevance to land use
and resource management in the western US.

Undeveloped agricultural lands offer private and public benefits.  They provide food
and fiber, contribute to local economies, and provide linkages to processing and
marketing sectors.  They also provide working landscapes, family farms, environ-
mental services and aesthetic values.  This various benefits from undeveloped farm-
land are referred to as its multifunctionality.  Several research opportunities relate to
maintaining agricultural multifunctionality or farmland amenity preservation.

Farmland Preservation and Related Issues in the West

The extent of public lands, type and scale of agriculture, the type of development
and the rural/urban interface differ in the West compared to the places where much
previous research on farmland preservation has been conducted (e.g., the Northeast
US and Mid-Atlantic states).  The West has vast amounts of public land, generally
low production per acre compared to other regions, small towns distant from each
other and is generally arid.  It may have low state-wide population densities, such as
in Nevada and Wyoming.  The region, however, is experiencing high population
growth in comparison to other regions.  Growth rates within states vary widely
across amenity-rich counties.  Rural home and second home construction growth
rates are relatively high throughout the region.  Owner/operators of farmland in
many states are on average aging while experiencing volatility in economic returns.
Amenities associated with public lands as well as private lands are being impacted
nationwide as rural lands are coming under development pressure.

Often development issues revolve around natural resource management concerns
(McLeod et al., 2003; Rosenberger, 1998).  Evidence from land use preference sur-
veys in Wyoming and Colorado indicate the following:

• Preferences for working landscapes,
• The importance of preserving wildlife, recreational opportunities, and water

quality and availability, and
• Concerns for water conflicts and limited public lands access.

These amenities are important in other regions of the US but with some slight dif-
ferences.  Each is elaborated upon below.

Wildland Fire and the Public/Private Interface

Millions of dollars are spent on fire fighting annually even as lives and homes are
lost.  Development is occurring rapidly at the wildland and urban interface.  Re-
sources are divided between fire preparedness and fire fighting, largely for protec-
tion of existing structures.  The following questions have research relevance:

• Who is prepared to bear the liability for damages when people move to a
hazardous location?

• What will damage reduction to residential structures cost?
• Are there strategies for internalizing the cost of damages to those who elect to

move to the hazard (akin to federal flood insurance)?
• Has land use planning and/or farmland preservation programs contributed to

reduction in forest fire damages?
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• What is the value of agricultural lands as a resource buffer between wildland
fires and rural home developments?

• What kinds of penalties, compensation or other mechanisms, such as land use
planning and/or compensation to farmland operators who bear the impact of
adjacent wildlands fires, will reduce damages?

Farmland may offer a cost-efficient means to deal with public/private wildfire dam-
ages management issues.

Negative Human/Wildlife Interactions

Wildlife is valued for a variety of uses and nonuses.  Land fragmentation creates
management problems and potential losses to those who manage and value wildlife
resources.  Fragmentation, when occurring near waterways or public lands, can cre-
ate habitat islands.

• It is important to consider the potential management conflicts and associated
transactions costs for agencies dealing with multiple land owners.

• It is also important to consider the contribution that wildlife resources make to
local and regional economies.

Farmland can offer blocks of buffers between public land wildlife habitat and rural
residential development.  It may also provide land connections (migration routes)
between different (seasonal) habitat components as well as private lands habitat.
These buffers, connected lands, and on-site habitat may offer a cost-efficient means
to deal with public/private wildlife management issues.  Wildlife-friendly develop-
ment design and home location may also provide partial remedies.

Access to Public Land Resources

Exurban development is occurring beyond the suburbs that border metropolitan or
even incorporated areas.  This typically large parcel “ranchette style” of land
parcelization has many diverse impacts.  Implications for research include the fol-
lowing:

• Exurban distant development may provide backside pressure in addition to that
extending from towns and incorporated areas.  How does this impact farm
viability (e.g., farm recreation enterprises occurring on public lands)?

• Public lands grazers denied public grazing may feel more financial pressure to
develop their private (deeded) ranch properties.  What would be the impact on
ranch land development, and associated amenities, if grazing leases are re-
tired?

• Access is an important issue in conservation easement establishment and
public lands management.  One potential outcome of exurban development is
that lands adjacent to National Parks, Forests and Scenic Rivers may be devel-
oped and exclusionary (trespass) management employed.  If these lands are
developed, then to what extent are benefits from recreating in these areas
diminished?  What are the public/private land management linkages as they
pertain to recreation?

• Drilling and extraction for US energy needs may impact farmland amenities.
What amenity tradeoffs may occur?  What management challenges and solu-
tions exist?
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Water Conflicts

Water scarcity and increasing development has led to multi-dimensional conflicts
among farmland water users and other interests (e.g., the Klamath Basin, Colorado
River, and Platte River).  De-irrigation of farmland (water rights sold and discon-
nected from other parcel property rights) is occurring.  Several potential ramifica-
tions relevant to amenity preservation include the following:

• Laramie Plains and other wetlands in the west have been augmented by
irrigation waters via conveyance and/or runoff.  The no net wetland loss
policy goal may compete with the call for in-stream flows for Endangered
Species Act purposes.  Fragmentary flows or un-consumed waters from
farmlands may supplement in-stream flows demanded for water recreation
and river habitat.  How does the increase of residential interests complicate
this management situation?

• Nonpoint source surface as well as groundwater pollution tradeoffs are im-
plied between farm runoff (depending on input and cropping intensity as well
as conservation activities), energy extraction and residential effluent as more
hard surfaces and household/yard care/automotive chemicals as well as lightly
regulated septic systems occur.

• Water may be a development constraint.  Given fully appropriated Western
water rights, what does water scarcity mean for farmland operations and
associated levels of amenities?

• A full cost and benefit accounting of water consumption/effluent effects by
use and location is needed.

Farmland Preservation – Part of the Solution

The theme arising from these four issues is that intact agricultural lands may be a
cost saving means by which to address important resource management issues for
the public benefit.  Research is needed to determine the locations and types of agri-
cultural lands, target those important lands, and determine a least cost compensa-
tion approach for resource management needs.

A Proposed Research Agenda

A set of questions is proposed for a research agenda with relevance to land use and
resource management for the West and other regions of the US.  The questions are
organized into five broad areas:  Baseline Conditions; Land Types and Location;
Establishing Farmland Preservation Priorities; Program Provision; and Institutional
Capacity.  The questions pertain both to proposed research as well as to policy
tasks.

Baseline Conditions

The following are key categories of information that should be considered to un-
derstand better the benchmark or current conditions where farmland amenities are
at risk:

• What are the current growth management strategies?
• How are these strategies implemented?
• What indicators of rural growth and change might be pursued or developed?
• What are the opportunities for profitable farmland management?
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• What are the relevant forecasts of future growth and change?
• How might simulation of change help communities and landowners get a

sense of potential alternative growth paths and outcomes?

Land Types and Location

Developing a common language about farmland amenities should facilitate a better
comprehension of trends and remedies.

• Spatial analysis is critical in indicating where land and water features occur.
These efforts are important in defining how scenic views, watershed extent or
whitetail deer habitat are measured.  What are the appropriate universally
recognized spatial unit measures for various amenity types?

• What is the appropriate distance to gauge relevant effects of parcel level land
use changes?

• What is the appropriate spatial scale for a farmland amenity preservation
program?

• How can spatial data be made more readily available for spatial analysis?

Establishing Farmland Preservation Priorities

This workshop has provided insights into how to think about identifying and quan-
tifying which farmland amenities should be valued.  There is a generation-old and
growing body of literature on how farmland amenities are valued by the public (see
Bergstrom and Ready, 2004; Hellerstein et al., 2003 for example).  The tool used
for amenity valuation and for policy alternatives depends on the land use and ame-
nity preservation objectives to be addressed.  Randall (2002) as well as Turner et
al. (2003) offer strategies to develop improved environmental amenity benefits es-
timates.

• What advances have been made recently in valuation techniques?
• Estimating the benefit of amenities is expensive and time-consuming.
• How might values estimated in one place be applied in another (e.g., develop-

ment of functional benefit transfers approaches)?
• How can tradeoffs be operationalized when choices are required between

groups of amenities?

Program Provision

Amenity quantity or intensity and location are critical to determining the appropri-
ate strategies to target amenity preservation efforts.  The ability of existing institu-
tions to grapple with land use issues and provide amenities the public desires is a
key area for research.  Given shrinking budgets, it is important to understand how
to increase program effectiveness.

• Are there viable alternatives to property/sale/income tax mechanisms that
could fund or provide compensation for amenity preservation programs?

• Are there forms of compensation in addition to cash payment and tax burden
reduction that could appeal to farmland owners for program participation?

• Are cooperative solutions (among landowners and/or the public sector) pos-
sible?  What mechanisms would provide for this?  How?

• How might land use planning incorporate market incentives?
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• Is it sensible to contemplate both “the carrot and the stick” approach for land
preservation: rewards for doing the right thing; penalties otherwise?

Institutional Capacity

The details of program administration as well as the supporting educational and
supporting institutions clearly influence the performance of policies.

• Is there a potential for program design(s) that includes cost savings?
• Private preservation efforts (Land Trusts) abound in the west and often exist

where government efforts are incomplete (i.e., pent up supply of and demand
for protection).  To what extent are private efforts substitutes (competitors),
complements and/or cooperators to public efforts?

• Do public conservation and preservation programs at different jurisdictional
levels complement or compete with each other?

• What is the university system offering or could it be offering to practitioners?

Cataloguing and dissemination of what others (public and private) have learned is
needed.  Are there Cooperative Extension and/or Conservation District organiza-
tional, facilitation, and educational resources that would help address amenity
preservation issues?

Summary of Research and Policy Tasks

Research Tasks
• Identify how ecosystems function, and their critical limits; this may be the

important first step in prioritizing preservation efforts.
• Develop the ability to quantify the impacts of land use changes.
• Develop spatial analysis to generate policy-relevant research output.
• Find innovative ways to get researchers and practitioners to cooperate funda-

mentally to braid and not stack discipline specific approaches or perspectives.
• Improve benefit estimation techniques in order to provide a sense of the

relations between sets of amenities as well as between individual resources.

Policy Tasks
• Develop land use planning as a framework to manage resources.

Purely voluntary participation may lead to mosaic or scattered development
instead of managing for resources, as would grouping of participants via
“cluster” rewards or restrictions as set out in a land use plan: rewards and
penalties need to be researched.

• Find the means by which land trusts and public institutions, with current
capacity, can leverage their resources into “bigger bang for the collective
buck.”

• Are there alternative payment and compensation strategies besides
1) public taxation and cash donation, as well as
2) landowner tax breaks and cash payment?

• Numerous landowners would be excellent land stewards if they knew what
responsibilities were expected of them by the public.  How can individuals be
motivated to do the right thing if they do not know what the right thing is?

Initial research outcomes and program provision do not adequately address the dy-
namic and intricate set of issues involving amenity preservation: efforts by all enti-
ties need to be related and ongoing.
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3.2 Synthesis of Workshop Participant Input – Stephan J. Goetz, The Northeast Re-
gional Center for Rural Development, Charles Abdalla, The Pennsylvania State Uni-
versity, and Fen Hunt, Cooperative State Research, Education and Extension Ser-
vice, USDA, with special thanks to Josh Duke, Joe Daubenmire, Frank Casey, Tom
Daniels, Ralph Heimlich, J. Dixon Esseks, Mary C. Ahearn for their thoughtful
comments provided on a draft of this synthesis.

Categories of Research Topics

1. Are we trying to save farmland or open space?

A useful line of inquiry would be, what practical differences are suggested between
the two strategies?  That is, what should local authorities do differently if saving
farmland were the objective, versus saving open space?

2. Valuation Issues

2.1  Use “benefits transfers” valuation methods where necessary, or possible
2.2  Also need to consider aesthetics/non-economic values associated with farmland
2.3  Consider value-added and jobs created as a result of local farming activity
2.4  CAFOs (Concentrated Animal Feeding Operations) are valued differently than
pastured cattle: analysts and practitioners need to be sensitive to scale issues
2.5  Farm equipment and buildings versus row crops; red silo versus blue; old vs.
new barn: each is valued differently.  How do we deal with this in practice?
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2.6  What are the public finance costs and benefits of alternative land uses and pro-
grams?
2.7  Amenity of agriculture vs. disamenity (and benefit) of sub- and/or urbanization
(need to also consider housing needs and environmental impacts of housing devel-
opment – e.g., on water)

Additional research ideas: First, valuing the public benefit of ecosystem services
provided by farms or ranches.  These are non-market services that should be val-
ued, especially if improved management practices lead to resource enhancements
that have a public goods dimension.  For example, Defenders is involved in two
projects in Midwest farming areas (south-east Minnesota and mid-state Wisconsin)
to value environmental goods being provided by farmers through alternative crop-
ping systems and ecosystem restoration.  Second, if producers are providing wild-
life habitat for at-risk species, what is the public good value of that habitat and how
can it be incorporated into incentive (easement or other) mechanisms?

One of the most useful things an organized research program could do in this area
would be to promote standardization of approaches for doing and presenting valua-
tion studies so that they can be summarized efficiently relative to one another and
can more easily be encompassed in benefits transfer and meta-valuation studies.
The natural tendency is for researchers to dream up ever more exotic “bells and
whistles” to differentiate their studies from the pack in the competition for journal
publication, which is exactly the wrong thing to do in developing a body of studies
that have commonality that can be summarized and abstracted in benefits transfer
and meta-valuation studies.

It is important to note that the differences between topics 2.1-2.5 and 2.6 and 2.7
are matters of accounting stance.  Features in the landscape that may be valued by
the public may nevertheless create negative fiscal impacts and may or may not ex-
acerbate development disamenities.

I would recommend expanding point 2.7 (above).  We need to understand better the
values associated with amenities of agriculture and the disamenities of urban or de-
veloped uses.  2.7 also mentions that urban/developed uses may have benefits.  This
is important enough not to be parenthetical.  My point (made in Choices magazine
by G. Poe) is that we also need to understand the negative externalities associated
with agricultural uses.  These do vary with agricultural use, and given that parcel
selection criteria favor certain uses, the net benefit or cost of agricultural land use is
quite complex.  It is important, nonetheless, for parcel selection.  When I present
my benefit estimates to nonacademic groups, they react quite negatively to my
omitting the negative effects associated with agriculture and it is not persuasive to
simply say – as I’ve heard many times – that though agricultural may be “bad,” say,
for water quality, development is much worse.  We need scientific evidence and
measures!

3. Measurement Issues (physical vs. dollar values?)

3.1  Data collection needs are substantial
3.2  Parcels vs. whole working landscape: what is the appropriate unit for valua-
tion?
3.3  Green payments to land owners: what gets counted and how?
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Additional research ideas: This is an important topic because many of the eco-
nomic studies that have been done have used dubious proxies for the impact of ur-
banization, such as change in population, change in property values, etc.  None of
these kinds of measures get at the fragmentation and disamenity created in the
landscape by undesirable development patterns.  We desperately need better mea-
sures of alternative development patterns that actually capture what is good and
bad about development.

4. Land Use Dynamics and Impermanence

This needs to be enlarged into a topic focusing on what happens to agricultural en-
terprises in the face of development, not just the more limited notion of aggregate
disinvestment.  Some of the work done in USDA/ERS on metropolitan agriculture
begins to get at the broader notion.

5. Program Design and Outreach (“process issues”)

5.1  How does one start a program from scratch, in communities with no prior his-
tory?
5.2  How may existing programs be refined to make them more effective?
5.3  What are the needs in terms of educating the public about these farmland-re-
lated programs?
5.4  How do we “market” the programs to different constituencies or stakeholders?
5.5  What alternatives exist to spending $597 million of Federal taxpayer money
(currently being spent on Federal farmland programs)?
5.6  Setting criteria and characteristics for parcel selection: how is this done objec-
tively?
5.7  What are the experiences learned in various preservation models and from
other countries?

Additional research ideas: There have been numerous case studies of “successful”
and “unsuccessful” farmland preservation programs, individually, or on a compara-
tive basis, but they have all failed to extract much in the way of useful lessons for
newly emerging programs.  Probably the most ignored “lessons” are when to begin
growth management and farmland preservation programs (earlier than they usually
get underway), the crucial need to integrate regulatory (zoning, growth control) and
voluntary (PDR/TDR) approaches, and the potential role of state governments in
guiding the efforts of localities in managing growth.

6. Operational Aspects

6.1  When is it enough land preserved, when is it too much?
6.2  When is it time to let a parcel “go”?
6.3  What difference, if any, does local as opposed to non-local ownership of the
land make?
6.4  What happens when land comes out of a program; how are adjacent parcels
impacted?

Additional research ideas:  Many of these topics should be focused under an
overarching concern with the goal of such programs since they are impossible to
address without reference to goals.  Far too many programs are launched with
nebulous goals such as “preserving farmland” or “preserving 10,000 acres of
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farmland” that don’t inform operational questions like those posed above.  Realis-
tic and useful goal setting for such programs is the first need in making the more
mundane decisions workable.

7. Policy Issues

7.1  Public finance issues (who pays for the preservation of farmland?)
7.2  Purchase of conservation easement vs. rental payment: what are the relative
costs and benefits to be considered?
7.3  Green payments for environmental services: how are these valued, imple-
mented?
7.4  How can land preservation be combined with stewardship practices?
7.5  Opportunity costs of farm/ranch land not protected: how is that reflected in
overall cost-benefit analyses?
7.6  Tradeoffs between agricultural viability and rural or environmental amenities:
how are they handled?
7.7  What is the impact of world trade discussions (WTO – World Trade Organiza-
tion) on farm/ranch land preservation?
7.8  What is the degree of compatibility among Federal farmland programs, and do
any work at cross purposes with one another?
7.9  Public benefit vs. private land ownership: what are the legal and “institutional”
(including taxation) issues?

Additional research ideas:  This appears to be a catch-all category since most of
the issues raised in these topic areas can be characterized as “policy issues.”  Top-
ics 7.1-7.5 and 7.9 seem to be concerned with financing and payment mechanisms
and are all amenable to analysis using positive methods (i.e., what has been the ex-
perience in places that have tried these things?) and normative analysis (i.e., what
differences between these approaches are we likely to see on a theoretical basis?).

Topics 7.6-7.8 deal with potential conflicts or complementarities between farmland
preservation and other programmatic goals.  One possible addition is the conflict
between rural development programs and farmland preservation, which often
merge into one another as rural counties come within the scope of outward metro-
politan development.

Under 7.1, “Public Finance,” I recommend research that goes beyond the “costs of
services” studies.  They tend to compare the fiscal impacts of (1) no development
by keeping the land in agricultural use to the consequences of (2) residential or
other developed uses.  Many or most of the households excluded from agricultural
land in one part of the county or state will settle elsewhere in the jurisdiction and
generate costs and revenues there.  Therefore, I think that more realistic compari-
sons are among alternative sites for the same families seeking new home sites –
probably upscale.  One politically relevant comparison might be between (1) allow-
ing large-lot home sites some distance from municipal boundaries and (2) locating
the same households on somewhat smaller, but still upscale lots, within or right
next to cities or towns.

I would like to see studies of how farms protected under conservation easements or
other tools remain financially viable.  It looks as though some protected parcels be-
come just hobby farms.  Others remain viable, but the development pressures in the
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area are so weak that agri-businesses and other essential conditions for viability
persist without much difficulty.  I’d like to know how farming survives in areas
that are approaching build-out or at least have had significant “impermanence syn-
drome” problems.

8. Program Performance, Effects, Impact

8.1  Focus on parcels vs. whole working landscapes or entire watersheds: what dif-
ference does it make?
8.2  What is the effect of preservation program on surrounding communities?
8.3  In what way do easement payments contribute to farm households (what is
their relative importance for income)?

Additional research ideas: These topics cover only some of the potential perfor-
mance criteria for a farmland preservation program.  Perhaps a more comprehen-
sive accounting of potential impacts should be developed and a standardized meth-
odology, similar to that for valuation studies, espoused within which individual
studies can be related to one another.

I would add the need to identify appropriate indicators to measure performance.
Performance indicators are not only necessary at the program level, but also at the
farm level, and should be physical as well as economic.  For example, what indica-
tors need to be measured in order to determine the impacts of a farmland conserva-
tion program on wildlife habitat, ecosystem services, etc.?

I believe that the benefits transfer topic under (topic 2) Valuation Issues is ex-
tremely important.  This may have to be done on a regional basis and should in-
clude both the costs and benefits, public and private, of farm and ranchland conser-
vation programs.  More studies need to be done.  Is there a meta-analysis research
method for farmland similar to that used for wildlife species (Loomis and White’s
work)?  If not, then some work in this area would be useful.

***

Other general comments from participants from the workshop’s evaluations

Farmland preservation remains a national issue and one that is in need of further
study as to the best way of going about the task.

Overall, I think the topics list is thorough. I want to clarify it is important for
economists to do contingent valuation studies for farmland preservation programs
that have been up and running.  The public in these cases has a better understand-
ing of what land preservation involves and generally what it may cost.  I think it
has been a leap of faith, and somewhat unrealistic for economists to do contingent
valuation studies in places that do not have farmland preservation programs.  I say
this because I am well familiar with the misinformation about farmland preserva-
tion, some of it intentional by opponents to land preservation, some of it uninten-
tional because of the intricacies that are involved, especially from the landowner’s
perspective.

There is another public finance issue that was not covered – that there should be
correspondence between the beneficiaries of the public good and those who have
the tax liability of providing it.  Normally, this will vary by amenity.  That is
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because of the nature of public goods; they cannot be excludable or at least exclud-
able for all in a specified population.  For example, if the major amenity from
farmland preservation is less traffic congestion in an area, then the beneficiaries of
the program are those in the local area who have less traffic, and the program
should be locally driven and financed by local taxes.  Other public good amenities
would have a different correspondence.  This is a standard public finance principle,
but is complicated for farmland because the land provides many different ameni-
ties, with differing beneficiaries.  The policy issue here relates to the level of gov-
ernment that is financing it, too, as a matter of practicality.

Finally, there is a major process issue:  What level of government should be pro-
viding funds and specifying criteria for farmland preservation?  This was a strong
undercurrent issue in the workshop.  Some program managers were arguing for
NRCS to establish a national advisory board, while others talked about establishing
a national organization of program managers.

IV.  Speakers and Program Participants

Charles Abdalla (cabdalla@psu.edu), The Pennsylvania State University

Mary Ahearn (ahearn@ers.usda.gov), USDA/ERS

Walt Armbruster (walt@farmfoundation.org), Farm Foundation

Charles Barnard (cbarnard@ers.usda.gov), USDA/ERS

Robert Baumley (robert.baumley@ag.state.nj.us), New Jersey State Agriculture
Development Committee

John Bergstrom (jbergstrom@agecon.uga.edu), University of Georgia

John Bernstein (jbernstein@dnr.state.md.us), Maryland Environmental Trust

Deborah Bowers (bowerspub@hotmail.com), Farmland Preservation Report

Frank Casey (fcasey@defenders.org), Conservation Economics Program Defenders
of Wildlife

Denise Coleman (denise.coleman@USDA.gov), USDA/NRCS

Susan Craft (scraft@co.burlington.nj.us), Burlington County Department of Re-
source Conservation

Tom Daniels (thomasld@design.upenn.edu), University of Pennsylvania

Joe Daubenmire (daubenmire@odant.agri.state.oh.us), Office of Farmland Preser-
vation, Ohio Department of Agriculture

Timothy Dewitt (timothy_dewitt@hotmail.com), Tim Dewitt, Bennett, and Will-
iams Environmental Consultants, Inc.

Dave Dolan (jmp464@catskill.net), Hamden, NY

Joshua Duke (duke@udel.edu), University of Delaware

Molly Espey (mespey@clemson.edu), Clemson University

J. Dixon Esseks (jesseks@msn.com), University of Nebraska
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Julia Freedgood (jfreedgood@farmland.org), American Farmland Trust

Stephan J. Goetz (sgoetz@psu.edu), The Northeast Regional Center for Rural Devel-
opment, The Pennsylvania State University

Governor Parris Glendening, Smart Growth Leadership Institute, Washington, DC

Richard Harlow (harlowr@michigan.gov), Farmland Preservation, Michigan Depart-
ment of Agriculture

Ralph E. Heimlich (aceheimlich@comcast.net), USDA/ERS

Helen Heinrich (helenh2@earthlink.net), New Jersey Farm Bureau

Mary Heinricht (maryheinricht@earthlink.net), Ag Prospects, Culpeper, VA

Daniel Hellerstein (danielh@ers.usda.gov), USDA/ERS

Julia Hinders (julia.hinders@oh.usda.gov), USDA/NRCS, Ohio Farm and Ranch
Lands Program Coordinator

Patricia Hipple (phipple@csrees.usda.gov), USDA CSREES/NRI

Richard Hubbard (jhubbard@valinet.com), Department of Agriculture, New Salem,
MA

Fen Hunt (ffhunt@csrees.usda.gov), USDA CSREES/NPL

Michael Kane (mkane@loudoun.gov), Loudoun County PDR Program, VA

Timothy W. Kelsey (tkelsey@psu.edu), The Pennsylvania State University

Holly King (hollyk@greatvalley.org), Agricultural Program Manager, Great Valley
Center, Modesto, CA

Kip Kolesinskas (kip.kolesinskas@ct.usda.gov), USDA/NRCS

Rich Koopmann (rkoopmann@co.boulder.co.us), Boulder County Parks and Open
Space Department, Boulder Colorado

Doug Lawrence (doug.lawrence@usda.gov), NRI Farmland Protection and Com-
munity Planning Staff

Larry Libby (libby.7@osu.edu), The Ohio State University

Wally Lippincott, Jr. (wlippincott@co.ba.md.us), Baltimore County DEPRM

Sabrina Lovell (ise-lovell.sabrina@epa.gov), US EPA

Ruben Lubowski (rlubowski@ers.usda.gov), USDA/ERS

Robert McCormick (rmccormick@fnr.purdue.edu), Illinois-Indiana Sea Grant College
Program

Michael McCoy (mccoymike@co.kane.il.us), Chairman Kane County Board, IL

Michael McGrath (michael.mcgrath@state.de.us), Delaware Department of Agriculture

Donald McLeod (dmcleod@csrees.usda.gov), USDA CSREES

Albert Medvitz (amedvitz@rickadee.net), McCormack Sheep and Grain, Rio Vista,
CA
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Kellie Morgantini (kellied@i=lssmoneterey.org), Monterey County Agricultural
and Historical Land Conservancy, Inc., Greenfield, CA

Ginger Murphy (ginger.murphy@usda.gov), USDA/NRCS

Cynthia Nickerson (cynthian@ers.usda.gov), USDA/ERS

Patricia Norris (norrisp@pilot.msu.edu), Michigan State University

Ethan Parke (eparke@vhcb.org), Farm Viability Program, Vermont Housing &
Conservation Board

Raymond Pickering (ray.pickering@fauquiercounty.gov), Fauquier County Agricul-
tural Development, Culpeper, VA

Joan Poor (pjpoor@smcm.edu), St. Marys College of Maryland

Allen Prindle (amprindle@otterbein.edu), Otterbein College

Richard Ready (rready@psu.edu), The Pennsylvania State University

Mark Remsa (mremsa@co.burlington.nj.us), Burlington County Office of Eco-
nomic Development and Regional Planning, Mount Holly, NJ

David Renkert (drenkert@landpooling.com), Landpool Administrators, LLC, Se-
attle, WA

Lori Ristino (laurie.ristino@usda.gov), USDA, Office of General Counsel

Gregory Romano (gregory.romano@ag.state.nj.us), New Jersey Department of Ag-
riculture

Brian Schilling (schilling@aesop.rutgers.edu), Rutgers University

Andrew Seidl (andrew.seidl@colostate.edu), Colorado State University

Russ Shay (rshay@lta.org), Land Trust Alliance, Washington, DC

Cheryl Simmons (cheryl.simmons@usda.gov), USDA/NRCS, Farm Protection and
Community Planning

Alvin Sokolow (ajsokolow@ucdavis.edu), University of California

Jordan Frederick Suter (jfs24@cornell.edu), Cornell University

Steve Swallow (swallow@uri.edu), University of Rhode Island

Edward Thompson, Jr. (ethompson@farmland.org), American Farmland Trust

Marlow Vesterby (vesterby@ers.usda.gov), USDA/ERS

James Wade, Ph.D. (jcwade@umd.edu), University of Maryland

Howard Wise (wise@odant.agri.state.oh.us), Ohio Department of Agriculture

Alexandra Wylie (alex@vlt.org), Vermont Land Trust

John P. Zawitoski (john.zawitoski@montgomerycountymd.gov), Montgomery
County Government, Farmland Preservation Program Administration, MD

Anita Zurbrugg (azurbrugg@niu.edu), American Farmland Trust
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